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The two aspects of this subject are defined as follows: 
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a. Recognition is a factual acknowledgement of an observed behavior 
--lets the person know you noticed 
--lets others know you noticed 

b. Appreciation is an emotional reaction to an observed behavior 
--says, "Thanks, I like what you've done." 
--rewards--puts a value on what he does, or is. 

An employee is not fully satisfied unless both recognition and apprecia
tion are expressed by his leader. Suppose you sa;y to a subordinate, 
"I noticed that you completed that member service report toda;y, :Bill." 
If you say nothing further, what is Bill's reaction? He's likely to 
say either to himself or aloud, "Well, what did you think of it? Did 
you like it? Was it what you wanted?" 

On the other hand, suppose you say to a subordinate, "I appreciate 
your efforts, Bill. They mean a lot to me. " If you say nothing further, 
then what is Bill's reaction? He's likely to say either to himself or 
aloud, "What do you mean you appreciate my work? What exactly do you 
like? What am I doing well?" 

Recognition and Appreciation 

Why do people work? If we answer, "to earn a living," we only pro
vide a partial answer, an answer that overlooks a whole list of psycho
logical and sociological needs and satisfactions. Particularly as wages 
rise above the subsistence level and a "decent standard of living" is 
achieved, other needs which can be satisfied by working conditions other 
than pay become more and more important. 
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Some important psychological needs that must be satisfied to some extent 
are: 

a. Need to be different - allow the person to be different as 
long as his or other's performance isn't impaired. 

b. Need for self-expression - discuss areas where subordinates 
have freedom to put their ideas to action without prior approval. 

c. Need to experience success - give employee the opportunity 
to achieve. For example, give him his own job. 

d. Need for development - have trust in employees and give them 
more responsibilities as they progress. 

e. Need for defense - realize the tendency of individuals to fight 
back when offended. 

There are some social needs that also are important: 

a. Need for attention and approval - remember this old Irish saying, 
"Love me if you will, hate me if you must, but don't ignore me." 
Give employees credit when due and let them know that you 
noticed and appreciated it. 

b. Need to belong and conform - work at pulling your "WOrk force 
together. Persons must interact with each other to be :fulfilled. 
Don't hinder such developments. 

c. Need to participate and contribute - effectively use the phrase, 
"What is your opinion?" Show interest in your subordinate's 
suggestions and comments. 

Helping the employee satisfy these basic needs would seem to be suf
ficient reason to give recognition and appreciation. However, there is 
a double reward in this kind of giving. For as you give away appreciative 
thanks you receive from others an amplified return of good will and friendly 
cooperation. As a further reward, the thoughtf'ul leader receives employee 
appreciation expressed in terms of' increased productivity 9 extra effort 
and attention to qualify requirements beyond expectations. 

Wby do Leaders Hestitate to Give Recoggition and ApPreciation 

a. Don't know ;bow. It is not as easy as it sounds. Some recog
nition sessions don't come out as anticipated. 

b. People take advantage. "If' I give him praise 7 he'll. want a raise." 

c. May encoy;rage employee to 1et dawn. ActuaJ.ly happens when em
ployee is motivated by fear. Recognition and appreciation breaks 
down this :fear. 
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d. Indicates weakness. The authoritarian leader would sa;y, "My 
people know that when they don't hear from me they're doing 
alright." 

e. Haven't time. "I'm too busy keeping people on the ball and 
correcting mistakes to find time to hand out a lot of baloney 
to people who don't need it. They know they are doing OK if 
they are still here." 

f. Only exceptional performance deserves it. "Af'ter all we pay 
people to do a good job. That should be appreciation enough." 

Recognition and Appreciation Must Be Consistent with Other Human Relations 

Correcting Mistakes 

Satisfying Complaints 
and Grievances 

Administering Discipline 

Providing Recognition and Appreciation 

Building Morale 

Encouraging Participation 

The leader's skill in building effective human relations depends on 
his being able to achieve a balance between the positive and negative 
corrective action. The leader who only deals with the negative -- mis
takes, complaints, discipline -- will find it difficult to release among 
his people the possibilities for improving morale which can be gained 
through encouraging participation, giving recognition and appreciation, 
and emphasizing the positive factors. He may be known as a disciplinar
ian, a "sorehead," an "old grouch," etc., and morale may suffer in his 
area. 

On the other hand, if the leader deals with only the positives -
praise, participation, "sales talk" -- he may find morale suffering be
cause of unfavorable conditions which are allowed to exist without cor
rection. He may be known as a "good Joe, but no leader," "slipslod, 11 

etc. 

Balance is what is needed to insure real leadership. Recognition 
and appreciation are desirable but must be used thougb.tf'ul.ly. 

What Do People Want Recog:p.ition and Appreciation For7 

Da.y-to-da.y contributions - "Management doesn't realize I exist, I 
might as well be a machine." Recognition and appreciation sati.s:f'y 
status, security and approval. 

Ef'fort and Motive as vell as resul.ts - "I appreciate your staying 
over la.st night to finish the report. It shows your interest in 
the business." 

Desire to do veil - nI realize things don't al:wa:ys go as plam:l.edit 
I'm sure you'll get it tomorrow." 
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Potentials -- "You're performance has showed us that we can depend 
on you in the future." 

Personal Uniqueness -- "I don't think anyone else could have done 
that as well as you." 

Proportional worth compared to others -- "How come he didn't thank 
me? I did as much as you did." 

The opportunities available for giving recognition and appreciation are 
many if you look. For example: 

a. performance above standard 
b. taking initiative and responsibility beyond job requirement 
c. team work - helped others 
d. attendance record. 

These are just a few of the opportunities available to the leader to give 
recognition and appreciation. Think of other opportunities that are 
available in your company. 

Means and Methods for Giving Recognition and Appreciation 

a. Tell him alone or with others 
b. Ask him to explain the accomplishment to you or a group. 
c. Publicity - bulletin board - paper 
d. reports to superiors 
e. during meetings and conferences 
f. special events 
g. merit awards 

As one can see, the means and methods are as numerous as the opportunities 
to give recognition and appreciation. The leader must be able to iden
tify and use these opportunities to satisfy his subordinates. By this, 
he indirectly helps himself to improve the business. 
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